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KnowThat?! Flyer 
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Text Transcript

Peanut Butter Diamonds - Lesson #1

KnowThat?! - IntroductionKnowThat?! - Introduction

KnowThat?! - TeaserKnowThat?! - Teaser

chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/06-19-2013_KT_Series_Intro_clean.txt
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/KnowThat_Flyerupdated.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/06-19-2013_KT_Series_Intro_clean.txt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qknoxaCwgg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUElJnJnzXA
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Far Are the Stars - Lesson #2
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Text Transcript
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Scientific Notation Worksheet 
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No Cold - Lesson #3

KnowThat?! - Peanut Butter Diamonds - Feature VideoKnowThat?! - Peanut Butter Diamonds - Feature Video

KnowThat?! - How Far are the Stars - Feature VideoKnowThat?! - How Far are the Stars - Feature Video

chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/06-19-2013_KT_PBD_Feature_clean.txt
https://youtu.be/ms8zts3t7Fc
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/06-19-2013_KT_PBD_teacher_clean.txt
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/06-10-2013_KT_PBD_Teacher_Lesson_Plan.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/06-10-2013_KT_PBD_Teacher_Lesson_Plan.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/KnowThatTempConversion.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/KnowThatTempConversion.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/07-05-2013_KT-HFS_clean.txt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtyfSvG2YLI&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtyfSvG2YLI&feature=youtu.be
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/07_11_2013_KT-HFS_Scientific_Notation.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/07-11-2013_KT-HFS_Teachers_Guide.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uBtu1LLw_E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNnYk2EN0bs
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Electromagnetic Colors - Lesson #5

KnowThat?! - No Cold?! - Feature VideoKnowThat?! - No Cold?! - Feature Video
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chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/07-20-2013_KT_No_Cold_clean.txt
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/09-02-2013_KT-NC_Teachers_Guide.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/09-02-2013_KT-NC_Teachers_Guide.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/09-02-13-NC_State_of_Matter_Worksheet.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/09-02-2013_NC_Heat_Transfer_Lab_Activity.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/10_27_2013_KT_Clouds_Clean_Script.txt
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/11-13-2013_KT_Clouds_Teachers_Guide.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruz7CGHJhBU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_kLpcYqUZ8
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chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/12-06-2013_KT_EMColors_Transcript.txt
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/1-9-2014_KT-EMColors_Teachers_Guide.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/1-9-2014_KT-EMColors_Spectrum_Worksheet.pdf
chrome-extension://oknpjjbmpnndlpmnhmekjpocelpnlfdi/cms/lib/TX50000592/Centricity/Domain/191//math/science/1-9-2014_KT-EMColors_Spectrum_Worksheet.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGb574UWPhE


 

 

Electromagnetic Radiation!!! 
 
 
Name: ____________________________________________________ Date:______________ 
 
 
1. Organize the parts of the Electromagnetic spectrum from longest wavelength to shortest wavelength. 

(The first one has been completed for you.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Radio______________________________________ 

B. ___________________________________________ 

C. ___________________________________________ 

D. ___________________________________________ 

E. ___________________________________________ 

F. ___________________________________________ 

G. ______ ____________________________________ 

 

 

2. The top part of a transverse wave is called the: 

 a. Trough b. Crest 

 c. Amplitude d. Frequency 

 

3. The low part of a transverse wave is called the: 

 a. Trough b. Crest 

 c. Amplitude d. Frequency 

 

4. Number of waves per second is called: 

 a. Trough b. Crest 

 c. Amplitude d. Frequency 

WORD BANK 
 

Radio Gamma    

Infrared X-ray 

Microwaves Ultraviolet   Visible Light 
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5. The height of a wave is called: 

 a. Trough b. Crest 

 c. Amplitude d. Frequency 

 

6. High energy waves have ________ wavelengths. 

 a. short  b. long  c. tall 

 

7. Low energy waves have ________ wavelengths. 

 a. short  b. long  c. tall 

 

8. Cell phones, Wi-fi, and satellites use: 

 a. Microwaves b. Visible light 

 c.  X-Rays d. Gamma Rays 

 

9. Color is a result of your eye interpreting: 

 a. Microwaves b. Visible light 

 c.  X-Rays d. Gamma Rays 

 

10. Doctors use these to view bones: 

 a. Microwaves b. Visible light 

 c.  X-Rays d. Gamma Rays 

 

11. This radiation gives you a tan: 

 a. Microwaves b. Ultraviolet 

 c.  X-Rays d. Gamma Rays 

 

12. Electromagnetic radiation:  

 a. Mechanical fields b. Electrical fields 

 c. Magnetic fields d. Both electrical and magnetic fields 

 

13. Electromagnetic radiation travels at the speed of: 

 a. Sound b. Light 

 c. A Car d. Depends on the medium 



Teacher’s Guide: Electromagnetic Colors? 
TSD KnowThat?! Lesson Plans 

Online Unit Plan  

Lesson Title: Electromagnetic Colors? 

Grade Level: 8th Grade  

Estimated time: Three class periods of 45-50 minutes each. 

Lesson Rationale: Students will examine the electromagnetic spectrum and its 
applications.   

TEKS 
8.8 The student knows characteristics of the universe. 

8.8C The student is expected to explore how different wavelengths of the 
electromagnetic spectrum such as light and radio waves are used to gain 
information about distances and properties of components in the universe. 

Process TEKS 
8.2 The student uses scientific inquiry methods during field and laboratory 
investigations. 

8.2D The student is expected to communicate valid conclusions. 

8.2E The student is expected to construct graphs, tables, maps, and charts using 
tools [including computers] to organize, examine, and evaluate data. 

8.3 The student uses critical thinking and scientific problem solving to make 
informed decisions.  

8.3C The student is expected to represent the natural world using models and 
identify their limitations. 
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Teacher’s Guide: Electromagnetic Colors? 1.9.14 
TSD KnowThat?! Lesson Plans 

Materials: 

a) KnowThat?! Electromagnetic Colors? video
b) 1 Large Chocolate bar (over 5 inches)
c) 1 Microwave Oven
d) 1 Poster Board (per group of 3 students)
e) 1 box of markers (per group of 3 students)
f) 1 bottle of glue (per group of 3 students)
g) Internet access

Lesson Goals: Students will complete a lab activity and worksheet to demonstrate 
knowledge and understanding of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Lesson Objectives: 

a) Complete lab activity “Measure Speed of Light using Chocolate.”
b) Complete worksheet “Electromagnetic Spectrum.”
c) Complete research project on a portion of the Electromagnetic Spectrum.

Lesson Procedure: 

A. Introduction Activity [Day one]
i. Demonstration/Discussion

a. Show the video “Know That?! Electromagnetic Colors?”
Check for understanding. (Sample questions: “Can we see the
whole electromagnetic spectrum? What are the two fields of
electromagnetic radiation? How do we see colors? What are
some applications of the different frequencies/wavelengths?)

b. Ask for their thoughts.
c. Clarify any misconceptions.

ii. Parts of a wave
a. Lecture on the parts and function of transverse waves

A. Wavelength
B. Frequency
C. Amplitude
D. Period
E. Crests
F. Trough
G. Energy of a wave

i. Explain the relationship between frequency,
wavelength, and amplitude in regards to the
energy of a wave (Shorter wavelength/
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higher frequency, more energy. Longer 
wavelength/ lower frequency, less energy. 
Larger amplitude equates to more energy.) 

H. Resources on waves
i. Wave Breakdown:http://bit.ly/1cSW5tZ
ii. Anatomy of a Wave: http://bit.ly/1hNEPKv

I. Optional activity. The following website has the
parts of the wave listed with Hawaiian translations
for the surfers of your class! http://bit.ly/1fkijXp

B. Electromagnetic Radiation
i. Discussion of microwaves

a. Pose to students, “How long is a microwave?” List answers on
the board.

b. “What is the foundation for your hypothesis?”
c. “How fast do microwaves travel?” List answers on the board.
d. “What is the foundation for your hypothesis?”

ii. Complete “Measure Speed of Light using Chocolate” activity by
www.planet-science.com
a. See http://bit.ly/1cSUWmh for full instructions.
b. Find the gigahertz (GHz) of the microwave (this will tell you

how many billion times per second the wave travels).
c. Place large chocolate bar in microwave for 20 seconds. (Be

sure to remove the rotating plate!)
d. Measure the distance between the melted spots.
e. Ask students “Why didn’t the bar melt fully all at once? What

does this tell us about the size/ speed of microwaves?”
f. Explain that electromagnetic radiation travels at the speed of

light.
g. Use the data to calculate the speed of light (speed of light=

wavelength (distance of melted spots) x frequency (how many
gigahertz of the microwave oven).

iii. Lecture on the Electromagnetic Spectrum
a. Categories of the spectrum (Radio, Infrared, Visible light, etc.)
b. Explain how radiation travels in waves.
c. Explain that the different parts move at the speed of light at

different frequencies/ wavelengths.
d. Complete Electromagnetic Radiation worksheet

http://bit.ly/188Kp20 .
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B. Research Project
i. Assign students into groups of two to three.
ii. Give each group a part of the Electromagnetic spectrum (Radio,

Microwave, Infrared, Visible Light, Ultraviolet, X-ray, Gamma) on
which to present.
a. Have the students create one artifact from the list below to

present their information.
i. Poster
ii. Video (2 to 3 minutes)
iii. PowerPoint (7 to 10 slides)
iv. Written Report (1 to 2 pages)

b. The artifact should include:
i. Three to five applications and/or sources of their part

of the spectrum.
ii. Wavelength(s) of their radiation.
iii. An explanation of the amount of energy in the

radiation. (Is it dangerous to humans?)
iv. Is the wavelength large enough to be seen by the

human eye?
a. If yes, what object is comparable in size to the

radiation?
v. Can the radiation be detected by the human eye?

c. The following websites have a wealth of information to help
students get started:

i. Hyperphysics: http://bit.ly/HKaRbP
ii. EarthSky: http://bit.ly/1aFIcS8
iii. NASA educational video: http://bit.ly/19E5SUW

Electromagnetic Spectrum Project Presentation [Day 4] 
i. Have the students do a three to five minute presentation to the class outlining

the information in their artifact.
ii. Use www.rubistar.com to create a custom rubric for your students.

Project Assessment/Evaluation: 

a) Discussion Participation 25%
b) Electromagnetic Spectrum worksheet 25%
c) Research Project Artifact 25%
d) Research Project Artifact Presentation 25%



Teacher’s Guide: Peanut Butter Diamonds 
TSD KnowThat?! Lesson Plans 

Teacher’s Guide 
Lesson Title: Peanut Butter Diamonds 

Grade Level: 8th Grade  

Estimated time: Three class periods of 45 minutes each  

Lesson Rationale: Students will examine the composition of matter 

TEKS 
8.8   The student knows that matter is composed of atoms. 

8.8A Describe the structure and parts of an atom 

 8.9 The student knows that substances have physical and chemical 
properties. 

8.9C  Recognize that compounds are composed of elements. 

Process TEKS 

8.1 The student conducts field and laboratory investigations using safe, 
environmentally appropriate, and ethical practices. 

8.1A     Demonstrate safe practices during field and laboratory investigations. 

8.2 The student uses scientific inquiry methods during field and 
laboratory investigations. 

8.2D     Communicate valid conclusions 

8.3B          Use models to represent aspects of the natural world such as an atom, a molecule, 
space, or a geologic feature 

8.3C Identify advantages and limitations of models such as size, scale, properties, and materials. 

Materials: 
1) Element Model Activity materials (Various household items provided by students.

Suggestions: Yarn, money, rubber bands, marbles)
2) Temperature Conversion worksheet
3) Internet access

Lesson Goals: Students will create a model of an atom and demonstrate mastery of 
conversion of Celsius, Kelvin, and Fahrenheit. 

Lesson Objectives: 
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a) Students create an atomic model for one specific element.
b) Students give a short presentation explaining where their element may be

found in a practical/everyday setting.
c) Students will convert temperatures from Celsius, Kelvin, and Fahrenheit

Lesson Procedure: 
A. Introduction Activity [Day one]

a. Teacher led discussion about what is the used to make the students’
desks. Comprise a list on the board of student suggestions. As the
students break the desk down into smaller parts, list those as sub
headings. (Example: Tabletop, legs, and feet can be broken down to
wood, metal, screws, bolts, plastic). If students begin to mention
molecules, elements, and atoms, put that list to the side for future
reference.

b. Ask the students: “If we took apart the desk, could we build something
else? What?” List suggestions.

B. Have students watch “Know That?! Peanut Butter Diamonds!”

C. Discuss the video.
a. “What did you like?
b. “What do you remember?”
c. “What questions do you have?”

D. Lecture on the composition of matter and refer to the “desk example” as
a metaphor as elements as a building block of things

a. Matter is comprised of elements
b. Carbon is an element
c. Elements are made of atoms
d. Carbon as an atom
e. Draw parallels to the video and how the carbon in peanut butter is the

same as in diamonds.
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Element Activity [Day 2. Will require time out of class] 

A. Lecture on Elements
a. Describe size of atoms
b. Describe structure and make up of atoms
c. The website below has an animation that does an incredible job of

demonstrating the scale of everyday things in relation to atoms
http://scaleofuniverse.com/ 

B. Project
a) Assign students into groups of two to five
b) Give each group an element on which to present

a. The following website shows a graphical representation of each of the
elements on the periodic table.

i. http://www.ptable.com/
ii. http://www.pcs.k12.va.us/tms/periodictable/index.htm
iii. http://www.webelements.com/boron/ (Great information; does not

have pictorial representation of all elements) 

c) Have the students create a physical model (Including Protons, Neutrons, and
Electrons) of their element using self selected materials (Possible
Suggestions)

a. Yarn
b. Rubber bands
c. Marbles
d. Money

d) Have the students find three to five places that their element is found in
everyday life.

e) Have students identify the advantages and limitations (i.e. scale, movement,
etc.) of their model

f) Have students identify what state of matter the element typically exists
g) Have students present their information to the rest of the class
h) Use www.rubistar.com to create a custom rubric for your students.
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Temperature Worksheet [Day 3] 
A. Lecture on temperature conversion

a. Pull up the Peanut Butter Diamonds video and fast forward to 1:25
b. Have a discussion with students comparing a “Hot” day to a “Cold” day

i. What is it in Fahrenheit?
ii. Celsius?

iii. Is zero degrees Celsius the same as zero degrees Fahrenheit? Why
not?

c. Show the video highlighting the extreme temperatures related to Diamond
making

d. Lecture on the differences between Celcius, Kelvin, and Fahrenheit
i. Describe effect of temperature on states of matter

ii. Explain Absolute Zero
e. Demonstrate mathematically converting units of temperature

i. The following website is a tool that can do the conversions
automatically http://www.onlineconversion.com/temperature.htm

f. Have students complete the “Temperature Conversion” worksheet

Project Assessment/Evaluation: 
a) Discussion Participation 25%
b) Model creation 25%
c) Report on element 25%
d) Temperature Conversion worksheet 25%

Additional Resources or Links: 
www.prezi.com 



Teacher’s Guide: How Far are the Stars 
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Online Unit Plan  

Lesson Title: How Far are the Stars? 

Grade Level: 8th Grade  

Estimated time: Four class periods of 45-50 minutes each 

Lesson Rationale: Students will examine the scale of the universe out to Proxima 
Centuri.   

TEKS 

   8.13A The student knows characteristics of the universe. The student is 
expected to describe characteristics of the universe such as stars and galaxies. 

Process TEKS 

8.1 The student conducts field and laboratory investigations using safe, 
environmentally appropriate, and ethical practices. 

8.1A     Demonstrate safe practices during field and laboratory investigations. 

8.2 The student uses scientific inquiry methods during field and 
laboratory investigations. 

8.2D Communicate valid conclusions 

8.2E  Construct graphs, tables, maps, and charts using tools [including computers] to 
organize, examine, and evaluate data. 

Materials: 

1) KnowThat?! How Far are the Stars video (Found on ERCOD website)
2) Scale Planet Model Activity
3) Internet access

Lesson Goals: Students will present a report on one of the planets of the solar system 
along with a scale model of the planet. 

Lesson Objectives: 
a) Create a scale model of a planet.
b) Give a short presentation on fun facts about a planet.
c) Convert numbers in scientific notation.
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Lesson Procedure: 

A. Introduction Activity [Day one]
a. Have the students watch “KnowThat?! How Far are the Stars?”
b. Discuss the video

i. Did the size of the planets match what you envisioned? (Why
do you think the planets are usually shown out of scale?)

ii. Did the distances between the planets match your expectations?
(How close/far did you think the outer planets were?)

iii. Why didn’t Austin and Jeremy go to Proxima Centuri in their
scale model?

iv. Why can’t we go to the stars in real life?
v. When Austin asks Jeremy “Where is the closest star?” why

does Jeremy respond “the sun” before “Proxima Centuri?”
vi. What questions do you have?

B. Complete the “Thousand Yard Model” Activity by Guy Ottewell
a. This activity will give students the opportunity to travel the solar

system as a class. However, it employs imperial units (yards, miles,
etc.) rather than metric. In addition, the scale in this activity is more
manageable than the video.  The video employs a 1cm=30,000km
scale. This model’s scale is 1 inch= 100,000 miles. [Note: this activity
was created by Guy Ottewell and is posted on the National Optical
Astronomy Observatory’s website. It is not a product of the Texas
School for the Deaf]

b. http://www.noao.edu/education/peppercorn/pcmain.html
c. Guy Ottewell’s website Universal Workshop:

http://www.universalworkshop.com/
d. Discuss with students: “Why are the sizes and distances different than

what was shown in the video? Is one “wrong?” (No; emphasize the
concept of “Scale” and that what they are seeing is a direct proportion
of the planets sizes and respective distances).

e. *Optional activity: Have students create a spreadsheet and convert all
of the measurements of the planets and distances from imperial to a
metric system. Assistive resources:

i. Conversions: http://www.onlineconversion.com/
ii. Quick lesson on creating an excel sheet: http://bit.ly/1d0BORD
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Scientific Notation [Day 2] 

A. Lecture on Scientific Notation
a. Explain the usefulness of scale for incredibly large and small numbers.
b. Demonstrate converting units from standard form to scientific notation.

i. Reference page:
http://www.mathwarehouse.com/scientific_notation/

c. The website below has an animation that does an incredible job of
demonstrating the scale of everyday things into factors of 10 that can be
helpful in describing the value of scientific notation.

i. http://scaleofuniverse.com/
d. Have students complete “Scientific Notation” worksheet [Found on

ERCOD website]

Planet Project [Day 3] 

B. Project
a) Assign students into groups of two to three.
b) Give each group a planet on which to present.

a. Have the students create one artifact from the list below to present
their information.

i. Poster
ii. Video

iii. Written Report
iv. Solar System Model

b. The following websites have a wealth of information to help students
get started:

i. http://nineplanets.org/
ii. http://theplanets.org/

iii. http://bit.ly/12MwUGs
c) Have the students collect four to five interesting facts about their planet.

Possible topics could include
a. Size
b. Composition
c. Distance
d. Length of the planet’s “year”
e. Geographic features

d) Have the students create a physical model of their planet along with their
artifact

e) Stipulate the planet needs to be made to scale, with an object representing the
smallest unit.

a. For Example: if the student’s planet was Earth (13,000km), the student
could set a scale of 1 cm= 2,500 km. A penny is roughly 2cm. So they
could have a penny and explain that it is roughly the size of America.
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They would then need to make a model of Earth that was about 5.2 cm 
large. 

b. Possible materials for model creation: clay, paper, sports balls,
marbles, etc.

c. Note: While this activity is designed to focus on understanding scale,
be sure to include a discussion on rounding and significant digits.

f) Have the students refer to the “How Far Are the Stars?!” for reference.

Planet Project [Day 4] 

A. Have students present their information to the rest of the class
B. Use www.rubistar.com to create a custom rubric for your students.

Project Assessment/Evaluation: 
a) Discussion Participation 25%
b) Model and artifact creation 25%
c) Report on planet 25%
d) Scientific Notation worksheet 25%

Special Thanks to http://nineplanets.org/ and the National Space Science Data Center 
(http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/image/) for providing amazing images of our world and 
beyond! Be sure to visit their websites to see more! 
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Name:_________________________________    Date:______________ 

SSSccc iiieeennnttt iii fff iii ccc    NNNoootttaaattt iiiooonnn    WWWooorrrkkkssshhheeeeeettt    

Convert the following into Scientific Notation: 

a) 1,293  _________________________________ 

b) 43,219,049   _________________________________

c) 2,399,999    _________________________________

d) .0045982  _________________________________

e) .1983884    _________________________________

f) 57,444  _________________________________ 

g) 9,900   _________________________________ 

h) 1.439  _________________________________ 

i) 0.2 _________________________________ 

j) 3.045  _________________________________ 
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Convert the following into standard form: 

a) 3.2 x 106     ________________________________

b) 2.1 x 103    _________________________________

c) 8.0 x 109   _________________________________ 

d) 6.6 x 105  _________________________________

e) 5.2 x 102   _________________________________ 

f) 9.4 x 101   _________________________________ 

g) 3.4 x 102   _________________________________

h) 1.1 x 104   _________________________________

i) 5.6 x 109   _________________________________ 

j) 6.7 x 105   _________________________________ 
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Name:_______________________________ Date:_________________ 

Directions: 
1. Examine the item in each picture.
2. Circle whether the item is a solid, liquid, or gas.
3. Draw a picture of what the molecules look like in the circle.

EXAMPLE: 

 

A. Glass of water

SOLID         LIQUID        GAS 

1. Rock
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2. Ice Cube

3. Car
Exahust

4. Pool

5. Table
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6. Boiling
water

7. Computer

8. Book

9. Oil

10. Air in a
balloon
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Online Unit Plan  

Lesson Title: No Cold?! 

Grade Level: 8th Grade  

Estimated time: Four class periods of 45-50 minutes each  

Lesson Rationale: Students will examine the process of heat transfer and phase changes. 

TEKS 

8.9 The student knows that substances have physical and chemical properties. 

8.9B The student will classify substances by their physical and chemical properties 

8.10 The student knows that complex interactions occur between matter and energy. 

8.10A The student illustrates interactions between matter and energy including specific heat. 

Process TEKS 

8.1 The student conducts field and laboratory investigations using safe, 
environmentally appropriate, and ethical practices. 

8.1A     Demonstrate safe practices during field and laboratory investigations. 

8.2 The student uses scientific inquiry methods during field and 
laboratory investigations. 

8.2D Communicate valid conclusions 

8.2E Construct graphs, tables, maps, and charts using tools [including computers] to   
organize, examine, and evaluate data.

Materials:  
Heat Transfer Lab Activity 

a) 3 Ice cubes per group
b) 1 Metal cup per group
c) 1 Styrofoam cup per group
d) 1 Glass cup per group
e) 1 Stopwatch per group

Lesson Goals: Students will complete a lab activity and worksheets to demonstrate their 
knowledge and understanding of heat transfer and states of matter. 
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Lesson Objectives: 
a) Complete lab activity “Heat Transfer.”
b) Complete class activity “Identifying Heat Transfer”
c) Complete worksheet “States of Matter”

Note on video:  Why do we say there is “No Cold”? 
“Cold” is a relative descriptive word that applies to the property of temperature.  
When something has a lower temperature relative to something else then we call 
it “cold”.   

This causes some confusion with students (and adults) because they often assume 
that “cold” is property or a thing.  But that is not true.  There is no such property 
or thing as “cold”. 

Think about the word “less." If you had a bucket of water you could remove some 
of the water from the bucket, but you couldn't "add less water."  

It's the same thing with temperature. Imagine you have one bucket of cold water 
and another bucket of hot water. If you add the cold water to the hot water it 
doesn't "add cold" to the water. The hot water gives some of it's energy to the cold 
water and the resulting bucket of water has a temperature between the original 
“hot” and “cold” temperatures. The cold water doesn't "add" anything.  

"Cold" isn't a thing – so that is why we say there is “No Cold”.  We mean there is 
no such property or thing as “cold”   

Lesson Procedures: 
A. Introduction Activity [Day one]

i. Demonstration/Discussion
a) Add a few cubes of ice to a glass of water and ask students to

explain what is happening (i.e. Does the ice add “cold”? The
water takes the cold? The water adds heat to ice?).

b) Have an ice cube setting out to melt and ask the students what
causes it to melt.

c) List the students’ ideas and hypotheses on the board.
ii. Show the video “Know That?! No Cold?!”

a) Check for understanding (Sample questions: Can you add cold?
Why not? What is heat?)

b) Ask for their thoughts
c) Clarify any misconceptions
d) Circle confirmed/correct student hypotheses and X out incorrect

hypotheses on the board.
e) Emphasize the importance of hypotheses, and that it is “Perfectly

okay for a hypothesis to be incorrect”.
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B. Temperature and Heat
i. Lecture on the difference between temperature and heat

a) Temperature and state of matter
b) Temperature in relation to kinetic energy
c) Heat as a transfer of energy

ii. Explain heat and how it transfers
a) Conduction

1. Solid-to-solid
b) Convection

1. Liquid-to-liquid
2. Liquid-to-gas
3. Gas-to-gas

c) Radiation
1. Thermal Radiation (No mass required)

iii. Assessment Activity
a) Designate three corners of the room: Conduction, Convection,

and Radiation
b) Use the “Heat Transfer Class Activity” PowerPoint to show

students examples of heat transfer (the examples and answers are
on the PowerPoint).

c) Have the students go to the corner of the room that they think
represents that type of heat transfer.

Phase Change [Day 2] 

C. Lecture on States of Matter and Phase Change
i. Explain the relationship between molecule speed and states of matter
ii. Give students examples of objects changing phases (e.g. water to ice,

water to steam)
iii. For advanced classes discuss:

a) Combustion
b) Pressure in regards to phase change

D. States of Matter animation and worksheet
i. Show the animation at

http://www.harcourtschool.com/activity/states_of_matter/
ii. Explain the diagrams and temperature symbols of the animation.
iii. Have students complete the “States of Matter” Worksheet.

a) Students will identify the state of matter for a given object.
b) Students will draw a representation of the molecules for each

object.
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Heat Transfer Lab [Day 3] 

A. Scientific Method
i. Explain the steps of the scientific method

a) Resource: Overview of the scientific method at
http://bit.ly/17yHKQ6

ii. Discuss the importance of following the method. Example questions:
a) “Why is the order important?”
b) “What would we do if our Hypothesis is not confirmed?”
c) “Why is it important to label our variables?”

B. Perform the Heat Transfer Lab
i. Assign students into groups of two to three.
ii. Give each group:

a) Styrofoam, glass, and metal cup
b) 3 ice cubes
c) Stopwatch

iii. Students will predict and test which ice cube will melt first resting on the
various cups

iv. Pass out Heat Transfer Lab worksheet

Project Assessment/Evaluation: 
i. Discussion Participation 25%
ii. Heat Transfer Class Activity 25%
iii. States of Matter Worksheet 25%
iv. Heat Transfer Lab 25%
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Name:_____________________________________ Date:__________________ 

Do different materials conduct heat at different speeds? In this activity, you will 
be testing how quickly a cube of ice melts at rest when placed on different objects.  

Materials: 
a. Ice cubes
b. Styrofoam cup
c. Metal can
d. Glass cup
e. Paper towels
f. Stopwatch

Procedure: 

a. After reading the procedure, answer questions 1-4.
b. Perform the experiment.
c. Set the cups upside down on the lab table on top of a paper towel.
d. Wait a few minutes for the cups to match room temperature.
e. Set an ice cube on top of each cup.
f. Start the timer.
g. Once the ice cube melts, record the time on the chart below (Be sure to label your

Y-axis).
h. Answer questions 5-8 .

BEFORE beginning the experiment identify the following: 

1. What is your hypothesis? (Which ice cube do you think will melt first? Why?)
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

2. What is the independent variable? (What are you changing to test heat transfer?)
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

3. What is the dependent variable? (What measurement are you using to prove heat
transfer is or is not different among glass, metal, and Styrofoam?)

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 
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0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Styrofoam Metal Glass

Time

4. What can you do to make sure your experiment is well controlled? (What needs to 
be the same to make sure your results are accurate?) 

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
DURING the Experiment 

 
 
 
  
 
 
AFTER the Experiment 
 

5. What was the result? (Which ice cube melted fastest?) 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
6. Can you confirm your hypothesis? (Was your guess right or wrong?) 

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 
 

7. Which cube melted first? Which melted last? Why do you think this happened? 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 

Material Time  
Styrofoam Cup  

Metal Cup  
Glass Cup  
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Lesson Title: How Heavy Are Clouds? 
 
Grade Level: 6th Grade  
 
Estimated time: Four class periods of 45-50 minutes each. 
 
Lesson Rationale: Students will examine the water cycle and properties of clouds.   
 
TEKS 

6.5 The student knows that systems may combine with other systems to form a larger system.  
 
6.5B The student is expected to describe how the properties of a system are different from the 
properties of its parts. 

 
6.7 The student knows that substances have physical and chemical properties.  
 
6.7B The student is expected to classify substances by their physical and chemical properties. 

 
6.14 The student knows the structures and functions of Earth systems. 
 
6.14B The student is expected to identify relationships between groundwater and surface water in a 
watershed. 

 
Process TEKS 

6.4B The student is expected to extrapolate from collected information to make predictions.  
 

6.1 The student conducts field and laboratory investigations using safe, environmentally appropriate, 
and ethical practices.  
 
6.1A The student is expected to demonstrate safe practices during field and laboratory 
investigations. 
 
6.2 The student uses scientific inquiry methods during field and laboratory investigations.  

 
6.3C The student uses critical thinking and scientific problem solving to make informed decisions. 
The student is expected to represent the natural world using models and identify their limitations. 
 
6.4 The student knows how to use a variety of tools and methods to conduct science inquiry.  
 
6.4A The student is expected to collect, record, and analyze information using tools including 
beakers, petri dishes,  meter sticks, graduated cylinders, weather instruments, hot plates, dissecting 
equipment, test tubes, safety goggles, spring scales, balances, microscopes, 
telescopes, thermometers, calculators, field equipment, computers, computer probes, 
water test kits, and timing devices  

 
Materials:  
a) Water cycle activity 

1) Large glass beaker  
2) Glass 
3) Water (1 pitcher) 
4) Small bag of ice 
5) Small cooking pan 
6) Stove top pot  
7) Small, leafy, potted plant 
8) Plastic re-sealable zipper storage bag (larger than the potted plant) 
9) Rubber band 
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b) Cloud creation activity  
1) Boiling water (1 pot) 
2) Glass jar with metal lid 
3) 3 ice cubes 
4) Hairspray  

c) Density activity 
1) Tall, narrow, clear container (500 mL or 1000 mL graduated cylinders are 

perfect)  
2) 50-100 mL (1.5-3.5 oz) lamp oil  
3) 50-100 mL rubbing alcohol  
4) 50-100 mL vegetable oil  
5) 50-100 mL tap water  
6) 50-100 mL dish soap  
7) 50-100 mL milk  
8) 50-100 mL maple syrup  
9) 50-100 mL corn syrup  
10) 50-100 mL honey  
11) Ping pong ball  
12) Soda bottle cap  
13) Plastic bead  
14) Grape tomato  
15) Board game die  
16) Popcorn kernel  
17) Metal nut or bolt  

d) Internet access 
 
Lesson Goals: Students will complete a lab activity and worksheet to demonstrate their 
knowledge and understanding of the water cycle. 
 
Lesson Objectives: 
a) Complete activity “Make Your Own Cloud” 
b) Complete activity “Stages of Water Cycle” 
c) Complete Water Cycle Worksheet 
d) Complete activity “Density Activity” 
 
Lesson Procedure:  

A. Introduction Activity [Day One] 
a. Demonstration/Discussion 

i. Complete the “Make Your Own Cloud” activity. 
http://bit.ly/1gkswVc  

ii. Have students predict: “How Heavy is a puffy white cloud?” 
iii. Show the video “Know That?! How Heavy are Clouds?”  
iv. Check for understanding (Sample questions: “Why do clouds 

appear small? Are all clouds the same? What are other kinds of 
clouds? How heavy is a cubic kilometer cumulus cloud?) 

v. Ask for their thoughts. 
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vi. Clarify any misconceptions. 
b. Explain how the small cloud in a jar was created earlier. (The hot water 

evaporated, and when it comes into contact with the cool lid, condenses 
around small particles to form a cloud.) 

 
B. Stages of Water Cycle Activity [Day Two] 

a) Lecture on the steps of the water cycle 
a. Evaporation from lakes, oceans, animals 
b. Transpiration from plants 
c. Condensation into clouds 
d. Precipitation from clouds to ground and bodies of water 
e. Collection into groundwater  
f. Use of water by plants and animals 
g. The repetition of the cycle 
h. Resources on the water cycle:  

i. http://bit.ly/15WsHP6 
ii. http://www.neok12.com/Water-Cycle.htm 

iii. http://1.usa.gov/1b7MSfX    
b) Stages of Water Cycle Activity: create 6 stations to demonstrate the 

movement of the water cycle 
a. Evaporation 

i. Measure a 25 mL of water into a glass beaker. 
ii. Set the beaker outside in the sunlight. 

iii. Ask the students how much water they think will evaporate in 
an hour’s time (Note: if the outside humidity is high, 
evaporation will take longer. If this is the case, discuss the 
phenomenon with your students). 

iv. Set a timer for an hour. 
v. At the end of the hour recheck this station and document how 

much water evaporated. 
vi. Discuss: where did that water go? Where will it end up? (i.e. 

Evaporated into the air, will rise up to condense into a cloud, 
will eventually rain back to Earth.) 

b. Transpiration 
i. Take a small potted leafy green plant and tie a clear plastic bag 

round the top. 
ii. Set the plant outside. 

iii. Ask the students to predict, “What do you think will the bag do 
to the plant? Why?” 

iv. Set a timer for 3 hours 
v. Observe the plant after 3 hrs. 

vi. Discuss with students: “Where did the water in the bag come 
from? If the bag hadn’t held the (plant’s) water in, where 
would the water have gone?  
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vii. Optional: Measure 25mL of water for the plant’s roots to 
absorb. Compare the rate of absorption to the rate of 
evaporation of beaker of standing water.  

c. Condensation 
i. Fill a large glass with ice water. 

ii. Immediately have the students feel the outside of the glass. 
Emphasize that the glass is currently dry. 

iii. Set a timer for 20 minutes and then reexamine the glass. 
iv. Discuss with students: “Why is the glass now wet? Where did 

the water on the outside of the glass come from? How is this 
similar to what happened in our cloud demonstration?” 

d. Precipitation 
i. Caution: Warn students to be careful around hot objects and 

remind them that things may still be hot even if they look 
cooled. 

ii. Chill a cooking pan (Freezer for an hour or ice in the pan will 
work). 

iii. Bring a pot of water to boiling. 
iv. Place the cold pan over the boiling water and wait 20 seconds 

(The hot water will evaporate and condense onto the pan). 
v. Lift the pan and the excess water will precipitate off of the pan. 

vi. Discuss with students: “What is the difference between 
condensation and precipitation? How is this process similar to 
what clouds do?” 

c) Have students complete “Water Cycle Worksheet.” http://bit.ly/188Kp20   
 

C. Density Activity [Day Three] 
a. At the end of “How Heavy are Clouds?” Austin wonders, “If clouds are so 

heavy, how do they stay up in the air?” Brainstorm possible answers with 
your students.  

b. Lecture  
i. Briefly explain how hot air rises. (Hot air pushes the less dense 

moist air upwards during evaporation.) 
ii. Explain density (How much mass per a given volume. The 

following website gives a nice concise explanation: 
http://bit.ly/GDV0LR  

c. Complete Density Activity 
i. Filling the cylinder with progressively less dense materials will 

demonstrate to students how less dense materials float on more 
dense materials. 

ii. See Steve Spangler’s Science page for full instructions 
http://bit.ly/18KzHBT  

iii. Relate the activity to how clouds float. (The less dense water 
molecules rest atop the air underneath. The clouds stop floating 
when the water condenses and precipitation occurs.) 
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Project Assessment/Evaluation:  
a) Discussion Participation 25% 
b) Stages of Water Cycle Activity 25%  
c) Water Cycle Worksheet 25% 
d) Density Activity 25% 
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Name:__________________________________  Date:_________________ 

K= Kelvin 
F= Fahrenheit 
C= Celsius 

Ko= Co + 273                Fo = 9/5 Co +32                Co = 5/9(Fo-32) 

Which is hotter?? 

1) 10 Co  or 100 Fo

2) 40 Co  or 80 Fo

3) 70 Co  or 165 Fo

4) 30 Co  or 80 Fo

5) 20 Co  or 20 Fo

6) 20 Co  or 350 Ko

7) 80 Co  or 200 Ko

8) 0 Co  or 30 Ko

9) 100 Co  or 300 Ko

10) 60 Fo  or 200 Ko

11) 140 Fo  or 350 Ko

12) 100 Fo  or 400 Ko

13) 90 Fo  or 90 Ko

Convert to Fahrenheit (use your 
formula!) 

A) 15o C   ________

B) 20o C   ________

C) 40o C   ________

D) 0o C   ________

E) 28o C   ________
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Ko= Co + 273                Fo = 9/5 Co +32                
Co = 5/9(Fo-32) 

Convert to Celsius 

A) 40o F   ________

B) 66o F   ________

C) 100o F   ________

D) 32o F   ________

E) 90o F   ________

F) 28o F   ________

Questions: 

1. Name something that would be
0o C ________________

2. TRUE or FALSE: “Heat” and
“Temperature” are the same
things.

3. What temperature is “Absolute
Zero?”
___________________________

4. What happens to molecules at
“Absolute Zero?”
___________________________



MOVIE ABOUT ME

    KnowThat?! is a video series that explores an 
assortment of odd, fun, and amazing science facts. 
With such topics as “How Far are the Stars??” and 
“Peanut Butter Diamonds!” KnowThat?! is a fun 
and exciting way to get students interested in 
science.

    While performed in American Sign Language, 
each video also features spoken English and closed 
captions.  In addition, each episode has an 
assortment of resources to help bridge classrooms
to the videos!

ABOUT KNOWTHAT?!

All materials are available for free at:

www.TexasDeafEd.org

FEATURE VIDEOS CONTAIN:

Performance in American Sign 
      Language
Captions
English Voice-overs
Science and hilarity

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
Lesson Plans
Teacher Guide Videos
Worksheets/ Activities

CREATORS:
Austin Andrews
Jeremy Weston

VIDEO SERIES
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